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Abstract: The basis of the economy of the municipality and the country on a whole is determined by the
engineering business, providing continuous production and sales of products with competitive advantages
on the international market [1]. In this regard, the content of engineering education at the University should
establish the competence, knowledge and skills to work in the conditions of innovative market economy. The
article contains the main tools of production management, which holds bachelor and magister of "Innovation"
and "Innovation management" which received a University degree in engineering. Special attention is given
to the management of intangible assets.
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INTRODUCTION The Concept of the Content of Final Qualifying Works of

The theory and practice of such concept of economy Two-level training of magisters and bachelors for work in
arose in the sixties last century in the English-speaking the conditions of innovative market economic has to form
countries where forms of management are generated: in graduates of the University marketing approach to the
industrial management, innovative management, financial design of technological machines and operating
management, personnel management etc. processes in the production of products and services with

As a result the market of educational services competitive advantages on external and internal markets.
demanded to prepare bachelors and magisters of the Final qualification works of bachelors and magisters are
engineering and enterprise business, capable of working focused on the production of goods and services on the
in the conditions of market using of tools of innovative basis of the tools of innovation management [3].
management.

Curricula of departments training bachelors and Intangible Assets: Management of Competitive
magisters in engineering-technological and Advantages, Useful Lives, Consumer Properties of Goods
engineering-design directions are added by the and Services on Foreign and Domestic Markets: In
disciplines, forming the competence, knowledge and accordance with research of the Russian scientist
ability to organise manufacture on the basis of the tools N.K ondratyev useful lives of buildings and facilities are
of innovative management providing designing and approximately 50 years, of technological machines and
realisation of technological processes in technological systems - 10 or 12 years and of the products
manufacturing-technological systems on the basis of (services) are 3-4 years. Under the term of useful life in the
management of operation costsstructure. Perfection of engineering business is understood ability to produce
goods and services, technological processes and the products and services that have competitive advantages
manufactures having competitive advantages on on the international market.
international market, in this case, are reached by analysis The increase of volume of goods sold on the free
of cash flows. The manufacturing personnel should market of goods and services should be on the basis of
estimate constructive and technological parameters of their competitive advantages and property protected by
manufacturing-technological systems(MTS) through cash intangible assets. In this case, useful life of assets and
flows [2]. resources of engineering businesswill be increased.

Bachelors and Magisters in Engineering Faculty:
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The general objective of the innovative processes in Systems  and   Technological   Machines,   at   the
the production sector of the economy is to create on base
of innovation products, technological innovations and
(or) allocation innovations conditions for continuous
business. As a rule, such engineering solutions have a
market value and authors, therefore, are protected by
intellectual property ownership.

Business continuity within useful life on base
reasonable rate of depreciation of fixed assets of the
entityis implemented by the simple and extended
reproduction of technological machines and systems.

The novelty of engineering solutions connected with
the running of the useful life of products and
technologies necessary to formulate two levels. On the
first level what was and what is known and on the second
level, what are added, changed, or have been proposed.

Technological Depreciation: Organization of Repair Work
to Ensure Management of the Technological Depreciation
of the Manufacturing-technological Systems and
Technological Machines at the Expense of Material and
Other Operation Costs: In countries with developed
market economies, the performance of the production of
technological machines and systems is evaluated in
monetary equivalent. Therefore, as a rule, repair works are
carried out under the condition actually fixed reducing the
productivity of the operating processes. For the current
repair works individual machine with a stop of
manufacturing -technological system is unacceptable.

Production staff to make the decision to repair or not
technological machine analyzes the structure of the
operation costs and through the organization of
preventive work in the period of technological stops
production processes produce the replacement of the
equipment, where consumer properties of products are
reduced or operation costs are increased.Repair costs are
for the account of ongoing operation costs and, in
accordance with the accounting regulations, spare parts
should include the material costs and the organization of
repair work is at the expense of other costs.

Designers when designing repair must compare the
magnitude of the costs to the magnitude of operating
losses from the technological depreciation. The carrying
amount of production machinery for repair is not changed.

The ideas of organization of repair work can be
recognized as intangible assets of the enterprise.

Functional Depreciation: Organization of the Processes
of Modernization (Simple Reproduction) on the Basis of
Technological Innovation, Providing Compensation of
Functional Depreciation of  Manufacturing-technological

Expense of  a Amortization Fund from the Tangible
Assets of the Enterprise: For example, in accordance with
the routing technology of manufacturing of the rings of
the bearing thereis operation on three technological
machines using the transport technologies. Each
subsequent technological operation is realizedwith
significant costs of the rings. Besides, as a rule, the
transport technologies reduce consumer properties of the
products. We discuss the functional depreciation of the
technological machine, which leads to excessive of the
operation costs.

Functional  depreciationof  technological  machines
and systems are excluded by  upgrading  at  the expense
of the amortization fund formed from tangible assets of an
enterprise.In accordance with the accounting regulations,
costs of modernization are added to the carrying value at
the beginning of the modernization of the technological
machines and systems, as a result, increase of the
operation costs on the amount of property tax of the
entities and on the amount of the amortization.The task of
the designer, during projecting of modernization is to
develop technical solutions, which, as a minimum, should
compensate these costs through reducing operating
technological material and other costs.We talk about
technical solutions, which reduce the costs of materials,
instruments, electricity, cutting fluids, the costs of repair
works etc. Reducing the share of labor remuneration in the
structure of operation costs is inadmissible.In fact, for
example, in our region this share is approximately12% and
in countries with developed market economies it reaches
40%. Significant innovative achievement of any project is
to increase the share of labor remuneration in the
structure of operational costs by reducing operational and
technological costs.

Economic Depreciation: Organization of the Processes of
Reconstruction (Extended Reproduction) of the
Manufacturing-technological Systems of the Enterprise
on Basis of the Technological Innovations and of the
Product Innovations, Are Ensured, at the Expense of
Amortization Fund of Intangible Assets [4]: The basic
value of the old mechanical equipment is cast-iron frame,
which can absorb vibration. In a number of countries the
frame of unused drilling, grinding, milling machines and
lathes is used for laser and plasma technologies. Itis
successfully used in technological processes of
nanotechnologies, where the frequencies of oscillations
of the machines play a significant role in the accuracy of
processing products.
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Reconstruction of technological machines and production. Implementation of this principle is possible
systems are financed (are invested) by enterprise from only when the manufacturing-technological systems of
amortization fund, formed on base of intangible assets. the enterprise have market structure.
This is because the extended reproduction previously Design of route and operating technology should be
financed, as a rule, from the net profit. Today amortization directed on the implementation of the market demand that
of intangible assets is placed in other operation costsby enables an integrated execution of the order in a structure
enterprise. In this case, it is reduce taxable base of the of operation costs and consumer properties of the
operating profit of enterprise. Financing the redesign from products.
amortization fund of intangible assets, the investor Controlling (management's accounting) on the basis
additional gets 20% of the funds as exception from tax on of metrological support of the operational process at the
the operating profit. zones of financial responsibility with the processing of

In terms of the legal framework the process of information received in real time, providing the production
modernization is essentially different from the processes management the opportunity to take timely management
of reconstruction. In the first case, the functional decisions and on this basis, to implement the principles of
depreciation is a result of modernizationwhich does not the quality management system of enterprise management
change a product and which are invested from [6].
amortization fund of tangible assets. In the second case, Competitive advantages of products and services
economic depreciation is a result of the reconstruction can be obtained in the production system, in which a large
which leads  to  arising  of  other  products  and  which number of production parametersis controlled and
are invested from amortization fund of intangible assets. managed. Besides, these parameters (flow of materials,

In both cases it is necessary to form intangible tools, electricity, water, gas, technological and other)
assets for long-term protection of the competitive should be controlled on technological process stages in
advantages of technologies, structures and products. the zones of financial responsibility. These measurements

Innovation in the Production Organization: In this case innovative programs. Complex of information-analytical
we talk about the organization of production process on and measurement systems is the system of management's
the basis of the transfer of operational costs and accounting.
consumer properties of production and (or) services on Any technological ideas and changes in allocation
manufacturing-technological systems which are zones of innovation may be realized under condition of
the financial liability.On each manufacturing-technological implementation in the form of a software product in the
systems the product has the market cost [5]. controlling system.

The transition from a functional system of guidance Any project aimed to the development and
to management on the basis of management tools allows implementation of engineering solutions, which provides,
to implement the principle of self-governance. for example, the reduction of operation costsof the

The mechanism of management (self-government) enterprise, which has a system of internal accounting
has collective responsibility for the results of production. (controlling), should be considered completed, if the
In countries with a developed market economy this algorithm for its implementation is placed in the
concept is implemented by the creation of centers of controlling system.
financial responsibility on manufacturing-technological
systems. For example, press-forging production of a Engineering Marketing: Organization of Design Works
bearing plant produces forgings having a market value, on the Basis of Proposal Determines Demand [7].
therefore, part of them can implement other enterprises. In the innovation market economy stable

Bookbinding production of rings can take orders development of enterprise of any industry can be
from other enterprises and simultaneously to give achieved by the active influence on the consumer market.
production to subsequent productions of plant. The same The rich experience of the firms involved in the design
point applies to other manufacturing-technological and implementation of products and services in
systems. Promotion of production in zones of financial electronics,  in the construction of the motor-cars
responsibility (production stages) is implemented on the furniture manufacture, the goods for household
basis of transfer of costs and consumer properties of consumption  and  other  products  of   the   engineering

are the starting point for accounting and are the basis for
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business evidencesabout it. Engineering business has to As a result of subtraction of (2) and (1) we obtain the
offer to the market goods and services and not wait when dependence for evaluation increment of capitalthat equals
the demand on thatgoodswill be. Therefore, the content net income from operating activities. In turn, net income
of the final qualification work should be devoted to the equalsthe sum of operating profit depreciation of tangible
elaboration of the product or technological innovation as and intangible assets:
intangible asset.

The Calculated Dependences of the Parameters of C(t) = (t) = (t) + 3 (t) 3
Engineering Business: Engineering business -integrated
complex of assets, liabilities and operating processes, Capitalization of the operational process can be
which provides production of goods or services in the evaluated by the expression
manufacturing-technological systems of the enterprise
(entity) that having competitive advantages on the
international market.

The market value of the initial production capital
K(t),rub/year of the enterprise (entity) as a function of
time t, necessary and sufficient for the acquisition of the
required engineering business resources for the execution
of the orders. (4)

Subsequent production cycles of engineering
business enterprises will allow to increase volume of
realization of production (services) without increasing
facilitate the volume of production. As a result, the
balance sheet will increase assets and liabilities increase
the share of labor remuneration in the structure of
expenses, the shareholders will increase the market value
of the shares and the budget of the municipality will From a consideration of the dependence (4) shows
receive large payments of land tax and the tax to property significant factors of capitalization of engineering
of physical persons. For the region budget increase tax business are the volume of the topical plan of products
base of property tax of legal persons and the incometax of without increasing production volume, reduction of
physical persons Federal budget will be added to the operational technological expenses, reduction of
value added tax [8]. operating profit tax, increase depreciation of tangible and

The logical result of the previous research of intangible assets. These parameters must be the basis
mathematical model of capitalization of engineering when assessing the decision of the developed
business will be. The original balance equation capital engineering solutions in the process of modernization and
equalsthe sum of liabilities, assets and funds sufficient to reconstruction of production manufacturing-technological
pay taxes: systems and production organization.

Fig. 1 presents the geometric interpretation of the
(1) operation costs in the basically of the

As a result of investments in production cycles shall the operation costs of production (services) consists of
receive an increment of capital: 4 blocks: material operation costs, the costs of the labor,

balance sheets of these costs blocks placed in direct

(2) This is the structure of operation costs in

Where Coc(t) -operation costs. rub/year, perfection of the production process and measured at net

I (t) - net income, rub/year. result of the production cycle. In the context of this article0

(3)
0 0 dc ac

manufacturing-technological systems. The structure of

depreciation tangible assets and other costs. In the

variable costs.

manufacturing-technological systems determines the

income, received by enterprise (business owner) as a
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(6)

Fig. 1: The graphical interpretation of the structure of allows mastering the application of two tier training of
operation coststhe production of goods or specialists able to choose and adapt to the industry,
services in the basic manufacturing - demanded by the market of innovative knowledge.
technologicalsystem [9]

under the manufacturing-technological system (MTS), we personnel should be aligned with the operational
mean the minimum set of tangible and intangible assets, processes. In this case the expenses on educational
which allows to make products or production facility has processes will be the investments and evaluated in
a market value. cash equivalent.

When designing the investment processes in Bachelor need to start an activity with the position of
technological systems should proceed from the situation the worker in the manufacturing-technological
analysis production process. Our analysis showed that in systems and after the completion of magister's
the structure of operation costs share of labor training should lead the zone of financial
remuneration does not exceed 10-15% and the responsibility in the industrial-technological system
depreciation tangible assets total 5-7%. In countries with of the enterprise.
a developed market economy, the share of labor costs
30-40%, material costs 25-30%, depreciation costs tangible Our experience has shown that such use of the
assets of 10-15%. graduates is the economically justified.

In the manufacturing-technological systems the
performance equals [10]: REFERENCES
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CONCLUSION
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specialists for specific industries, enterprises and jobs,
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